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Nils Frykdahl
on Art and Kinship

I am sitting in the bright and lively kitchen of Oakland-based musician
Nils Frykdahl, wondering how to begin.
Frykdahl’s partner, singer/songwriter Dawn McCarthy, bustles through the house packing clothes, merch
and baby nappies for their imminent departure on a cross-country rock venue tour. The couple’s five-monthold daughter, Edda, sits cheerfully in my lap, gnawing on chubby fistfuls of my hair. Frykdahl sings to her in
the rich, low baritone voice he’s become celebrated for through many years of performing in all manner of
unclassifiable, adventurous bands.

Photo by Sundeep Jurnarkar
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his picture was taken in the early 90s in West Oakland. Various
members of Idiot Flesh rehearsed and lived – some of us for many,
many years – in a space just beyond the bend in the road by those
railroad tracks. [Longtime collaborator] Dan Rathbun’s workshop
for all his props and homemade instruments was there. We had the
good fortune of living across the street from this group of brothers
and cousins who all had fairly absent parents and took to hanging
around our place a lot. Little Tony, pictured here, was (and I’m sure
still is) just an amazing character. He’s probably six or seven in
this photo, but you can see he’s more the size of a four-year-old.
Malnourished, for sure. First time he visited, he asked us for some
cheese. We gave him a lot of cheese. After that he was always
coming over. Most of the buildings around there were industrial
factories, belching fumes of burnt aluminum into the air behind the
house Tony lived in. Theirs was the only [proper] house for blocks
around- an anomaly from an earlier time. It was busy with people,

and very friendly for the most part. I really liked Tony’s mom, Stella.
She was a great lady, but an irresponsible mess when it came to
parenting. Doing crack and drinking. She would go to the store and
come back with a plastic liter bottle of vodka and a bag of Duplex
cream cookies, toss those to the kids and take her bottle into the
house. Tony was the youngest of her eight children. Really brilliant,
inquisitive, strange little fellow. Often, he seemed more like an old man
than a child. In spite of the fact that it was a crowded, poor house with
people doing drugs and drinking a lot, it wasn’t a violent place. They
weren’t a bunch of tough, angry kids. Neither was their mom. They all
had a real sweetness to them. After a while, all of the kids got taken
away from Stella and were bouncing around a lot of foster homes, but
we ended up knowing them into their young adulthood. Most of them
seemed to do pretty well. I haven’t seen Tony for years, now… I hope
he’s got a great life and a place of his own somewhere.

“

“

T

Nils Frykdahl and his neighbor, Tony, West Oakland, early nineties.

“There are new little corners of artistic ferment

going on around the world at any given time.”
For once, he doesn’t have a guitar (or a bass, or a flute, or a drum, or some impossibly complex book of compositional notes) in his hands. Just a cuppa tea. We’re not here to rehearse; we’re here to chew the fat with a
tape recorder running. Can I even pretend that this is to be a dry, objective interview? No way. I know these
folks too well. We’ve recorded music and toured the country together, sharing meals and jokes and stories.
This hearth sits near the heart of a close-knit, thriving artistic community with greater power to nurture and
inspire than any other I have known.
How to begin…
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We’d throw these big parties

Well, first off, congrats on baby Edda, here.
Yep! Got a little wiggling bundle. So far, she likes the road.
Faun Fables just did a short trial run touring with her in the
Winnebago. She slept through the shows, onstage next to us
in the stroller, more or less.

at the co-op; we had lights and spectacle, and the
audience was fully costumed right along with us.

”

You’ve been on the road touring for several months out
of the year with various bands pretty consistently since
‘92, when Idiot Flesh first went on the road, right? Living
the gypsy life.
Yes. I love it. I do. I know people say it’s hard, but it really
suits me. Having your posse with you, loosely, anarchically
organized, everybody playing to their strengths, whatever
those happen to be. When it works out, it’s really great.
I’ve never seen it work so well as it seems to with Sleepytime.
Yes. I think that’s present in the music we play, as well.
There’s no “what I say goes!” Everyone has this fair-game
attitude towards everyone else’s compositions. Everybody
writes songs, everybody sings, everybody can get in on
everybody else’s song seedling ideas and mess with them.

Idiot Flesh

The band Idiot Flesh started out as Acid Rain, a collegiate psychotropic metal
party band formed by Frykdahl in his teens with fellow rabblerousers Gene Jun,
Dan Rathbun, and Chuck Squier (later replaced by Wes Anderson) while they
all lived at Barrington Hall, an anarchic student co-op at UC Berkeley in the mideighties. The group dissolved in 1997, but more recently, its four core members
have regrouped to finish recording their never-completed album. Those who’ve
never heard of Idiot Flesh should try to place their chaotic sound, guerilla
theatrics, and creepy carny clown attire in the context of the eighties and early
nineties, before Tim Burton’s aesthetic got quite so zeitgeisty. While they often
draw comparisons to Mr. Bungle (and there’s merit in that, seeing as both groups
formed in 1985, wore obfuscating costumes, and displayed frenetic, mathrock/
metal/funk shredder chops), Oingo Boingo, Crash Worship, and other unhinged
California oddballs from that time period, Idiot Flesh and their roving chorus of
Filthy Rotten Excuse Chickens inhabited a world all their own. Their influences
ranged from the Residents and Zappa, to SWANS, Magma, and Henry Cow.
The band’s live act, which placed emphasis on audience participation and nonsequitur antics, was legendary – the stuff Dadaist wet dreams are made of.

There’s something very rare and special about what you guys
are able to pull off, what you’ve been able to sustain for …
how long now?
This summer will be the band’s ten-year anniversary. It’s
been a long, slow build. We started going to Europe for the
first time in ‘07. That was cool. The ungainly beast of the
Museum was finally able to cross the water. We dragged all
our levers and heavy homemade objects along. This spring
tour we’re about to do in the United States was supposed to
be booked in Europe. But with all of the baby-making in the
group [Frykdahl and McCarthy, Dan Rathbun and his wife,
Nieves, bandmates Carla Kihlstedt and Matthias Bossi], we’ll
have to wait and see.
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Photo by Mikel Pickett. Chicago, 2009.
Nils Frykdahl performing with Sleepytime Gorilla Museum.

Where did the name Sleepytime Gorilla Museum come from?
It was actually just the name of a single piece of public
spectacle that was put on by a group called the Sleepytime
Gorilla Press that existed in the early twentieth century.
They put up advertisements up all around New York: “Free
Salamander Exhibit.” Also, they were giving out free money,
which wasn’t real money. And I think they had some baked
goods. (These were real baked goods, as far as we know.)
The Press had drawn a small crowd outside the building,
and when they opened the doors, everything inside was on
fire. As it turns out, the Press had planned this fire. The fire

Photos courtesy of Tony Gallegos and Penelope Allman
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Attended to by mournful bandmates, Frykdahl lies on his deathbed on location in Portola
Redwoods State Park during the Helpless Corpses Enactment film shoot for SGM, 2007.
Photo by Meredith Yayanos and Gooby Herms

“It’s
Always
such a great feeling, realizing that the
world is larger than you thought. That’s
one of the most wonderful things that
art can do: make the world seem bigger and
more mysterious – because it is. The world is
vast and gigantic and

endlessly
fascinating.”
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Bustle by Gori de Palma, all other wardrobe by Manuel Albarran
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love our new motorcars. Fuck off! Let’s drive them through the museums!”
Clearly, their vision wasn’t one that could be passed on or inherited, and
they claimed as much: “Younger men, and stronger, will come along and
knock us down in a few years.” Which went along with their whole premise
about what was great about technology is that it would become “a hygiene
of the world.”

He’s one of the unofficial patron saints of Sleepytime in a way, right?
Yeah, he’s in our album notes, and his various interests and writings
have directly or indirectly tied into various themes we’ve explored.
As good as it is to wallow in your own ideas and those of your
contemporaries, I find it’s very nice to spend a little time reflecting
on the thoughts of those who have gone before us. Especially when
they were so extremely wrong. The Futurists, for instance. There’s
something really honest about their nihilistic love of technology. To
me, that seems truer to the spirit of technology than more measured
views of it or any claims that industrialization is part of a sustainable
economic world. It’s not, really. This is an unbelievably rapacious and
ultimately short-lived civilization. Somehow, the Futurists, in 1909,
already recognized that, and they embraced it. They basically said, “We

Despite SGM being remarkably hard to define (whether visually, thematically,
or sonically), people are still eager to pigeonhole the band. You folks have
been called Futurists in the press, and Dadaists … even Satanists. What do
you make of those labels?
Well, of course, the labels are going to come. The Dadaist comparison is a
big one, because maybe they think we’re not making sense or we wear fancy
costumes that belie our serious message. [laughs] I think there was actually
more Dadaism in Idiot Flesh, which was often wacky and silly, very much in
the spirit of the mock-seriousness of Dadaism.

Brrruuh! Blech!
Yeah! Of course, sadly, they were right.

Listening to SGM songs, hearing how measured-out and meticulous they are
in terms of composition and lyrics, I’d have to say it sounds like the band puts a
lot of calculated effort going into being nonsensical, if indeed that’s your aim.

No, it’s not at all. If you actually spend time with the music,
Sleepytime, for all of our exterior fancifulness in presentation, falls
back on quite a few different coherent themes. There are a lot of
social, sociopolitical, apocalyptic, and environmental themes, and
then more personal, spiritual ones. For the most part, it’s all very
concrete, very much based on specific historic or personal events.
Still, for all of our intention to make music that has a stable and
readable emotional core rather than just being bewildering, we also
have natural tendencies as a group to enjoy creating musical illusions
or surprises. [intones solemnly] LIVES TRANSFORMED THROUGH
THE POWER OF CONFUSING MUSIC. It’s a battle between that
tendency to elaborate on things as we work on them, and our honest
and sincere aim to make simple, emotionally effective music.
That duality seems to be present in every project in which you’re
currently involved. Whether you’re working with SGM or with Dawn
in Faun Fables or the Inkboat dance troupe or the Oakland Opera or
whoever, you seem intent on making songs that are intelligent but
not sarcastic. Clever but not cynical.
Yeah. If I saw a review that said this is a very sarcastic, tongue-incheek send-up of something, I would really cringe at that more than
just about anything else. That’s definitely not the impression I want
to give off, even for all of our aspects of being entertainers, bringing
some banter and outfits and flashing lights and malfunctioning
smoke machines to the live show. [laughs] For me, the music comes
out of a purely emotional place. It’s moments of crisis, generally,
that spark the actual impetus for a song. Then that can be drawn
out into months, figuring it out, playing with the band, piecing it
together with the whole group. Of course, the challenge is to retain
the vision of that initial crisis.

Nils, Dawn,
Nils, Dawn,
Edda outside
Edda outside
their home
their home
in Oakland,
in Oakland,
April, 2009.

was the exhibit. That was the first inaugural event of a number of fairly
indirect public spectacles. These folks also published some of the folios
of American folk artist John Kane, who inadvertently became aligned
with their manifesto. He was a large guy, a coal miner capable of feats
of manual labor. They employed him to that end initially, but then got
to know him a little better and found out that he was this amazing
painter who also considered himself a mathematician. He had these
very singular, sort of Twilight Zone theories about math. He also came
to believe that people were living in his head.

Faun Fables

Musician Dawn McCarthy is a dancing, stomping, strumming master storyteller
with a hair-raisingly haunting voice. Ever since she and Frykdahl first became
sweethearts a decade ago, he has contributed his talents to her “songtelling”
project Faun Fables, which McCarthy describes as “her imagination come to
life in song and theater.” McCarthy weighed in on the subject of artistic family:
“This really is a very special community spirit we all share in. I think sometimes
brilliant, driven people feel that to make hungry art, they have to be really mean
and lean. I haven’t found that to be true in my experience here. Working and
living with Nils, being brought into this world when I moved to Oakland from
New York, I just saw such an extreme, striking example of community, warmth,
meals being cooked. It felt like falling into big, cozy arms. I think good, creative
community begets itself. People are drawn to each other. With the dedication
and intensity they’ve kept up about making art for years and years now, Nils and
Dan [Rathbun] have become real cornerstones around here. They’ve forged an
ethic and energy that is contagious for everyone who works with them. It draws
us all towards what we would most like to do.”

Sleepytime Gorilla Museum
The five current curators of the Sleepytime Gorilla Museum. From left to right: Dan Rathbun, Nils Frykdahl,
Matthias Bossi, Michael Mellender, Carla Kihlstedt. According to antiquated lore, SGM first “opened its
doors to the public in 1916, only to show them a well-managed fire.” The collective reformed in 2001 and
has been relentlessly touring and recording ever since. Their thoughtfully crafted songs contain delicate
folk, prog, and RIO, elements as well as bone-crushing metal riffs and the occasional funk jam. In addition
to their more traditional axes, the quintet plays junkyard percussion, obscure antiquated instruments, and
consternating homemade devices with names like Sledgehammer Dulcimer and Pedal-Action Wiggler.
This collaboration is definitely a family affair with a very organic, diplomatic, and grassroots approach. For
however many months out of each year they spend touring the United States, the band’s home is a soupedup vintage Green Tortoise bus. Cozy wood-paneled sleeping pods, ample seating, and a custom kitchen
built by band member Dan Rathbun have made resting and cooking meals on the road more feasible.
Talented friends are often commissioned to create elaborate SGM’s stage costumes. On their most recent
tour last April, the band and their sound engineer, lighting tech, and merch vendor were accompanied by
Frykdahl’s partner, Dawn McCarthy, and their five-month-old daughter, Edda Faun, as well as Rathbun’s
wife, Nieves, and their three-month-old son, Jasper. SGM members Carla Kihlstedt and Matthias Bossi are
expecting their first child in August.
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Photo by Olivia Oyama, Texas, 2007.

Care to discuss the theatrical aspect of what you do, and why
you’re drawn to that? There are definitely dramatic elements to
all your projects.
It seems completely natural for me to take the stage and have it be
theatrical from the get go. Thank my parents for taking me to see
lots of live theater in little playhouses around the East Bay while I
was growing up. Also, I have to credit having seen the Residents
really early on. I was pretty blown away by that. By then, I was
already working with Dan and Gene. We’d throw these big parties
at the co-op; we had lights and spectacle, and the audience was fully
costumed right along with us. These very large, psychedelic parties
seemed natural to us, even though we were ostensibly a metal band
at the time. [laughs] Even if the music was cacophonous and dark, we
liked looking outward and having that sense of levity mixed in.

Photo by Mikel Pickett. Chicago, 2009.
Nils Frykdahl performing with Sleepytime Gorilla Museum.
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You enjoy forging complexity and unexpected combinations in
performance, it seems.
It’s always such a great feeling, realizing that the world is larger than
you thought. That’s one of the most wonderful things that art can do:
make the world seem bigger and more mysterious – because it is. The
world is vast and gigantic and endlessly fascinating. In this age of
instant information access, that’s easy to forget. It can feel like there
are no unturned corners left in the world, no more arctic zones left to
explore. People have already explored the depths of the sea. They’ve
walked on the moon. Today says you already have everything, all at
your fingertips, all the time, and that maybe nothing new can happen.
So when you can do something as simple as go into a nightclub and
be reminded that you haven’t actually thought of or seen everything
yet, that’s glorious.
What words of encouragement do you have for people craving musical
collaboration who maybe feel a little isolated and aren’t sure where to
start in terms of building their own community/family?
Don’t just pack up and move to Oakland! [laughs] This worked partly
because we were working in a place where we had roots already, which
can happen anywhere, and does all the time. There are new little corners
of artistic ferment going on around the world at any given time. Also,
don’t be afraid to work really hard for a while, collectively, and work on
your craft in a very disciplined way. Discipline is not something that a
lot of alternative culture emphasizes very much. They often favor fast
results. The spread and strength of something like punk rock, that
“yes, anyone can do it!” attitude. But with something that’s crafted,
you forge deeper social bonds. Don’t be afraid to depend on each other.
Don’t be afraid to be a total geek about your art. Just do it compulsively,
repeatedly, without any results for a while, and enjoy the process of the
work itself. To make art in general, I think you have to enjoy the work,
regardless of whether you have an audience for it right away.
Please tell the story of the night you first met Dawn!
Ah! A fateful moment! Idiot Flesh show. Burning Man. 1996. Dawn
and a lady named Baby Dee, both traveling with the Bindlestiff Circus
from NYC, were sitting in the audience, up on Dee’s ten-foot tricycle.
[laughs] Baby Dee is Cleveland’s finest giant-tricycle-riding tranny
harpist. She’s this tough, sweet, cackling, square-jawed, wonderful
gal who now oversees a whole crew of big burly men in the Midwest
who do tree-cutting with chainsaws. When I first saw Dawn, she had
some cowboy hat on. I remember thinking, “Whoo-eee, lookit that foxy
cowgirl!” Some drunk jerk started climbing up on the trike. Dee, who
was wearing a pair of angel wings and some fluffy playa outfit, just
completely decked this guy. A whole fistfight erupted right in front of
the stage. Meanwhile, the Idiot Flesh show continued. We had these
ridiculous inflatable suits, and our Butoh dancers up on tall platforms
… it was bedlam. Later that day, Dawn came over to our camp, and I
met her for the first time. A year later, we reunited.
In NYC, when you were there with Jewlia Eisenberg’s group,
Charming Hostess?
Yes. Dawn came out to a series of shows. After each one, we blathered
more and more about madness and death. [laughs] At the time, I was
going through the wringer in my personal life. Among other things,
Idiot Flesh was unraveling and my brother [later diagnosed with
schizophrenia] was in the early throes of really losing his mind. Talking
about intense morbid stuff was as close to flirtation as I came in those
days. Little did I know at the time, that stuff’s very close to Dawn’s heart.
“Oh, my! Madness and death! He’s dreamy!” So we really hit it off.
[laughs] But I didn’t intend to have any further involvement with her …

But I already knew I had something to learn from this gal, at the very
least in terms of music. It was so much the opposite of the music I
was making at that time. Idiot Flesh was very cerebral and musically
agitated and complicated, and, you know … fun! Gene and I would bring
out the clown in each other, in those days quite literally. Bouncing
off each other in this very hyper, sort of stand-up comedy way. We
were definitely a band with two front men: Tweedle Dum and Tweedle
Dee. So hearing Dawn’s music was just really what I needed. It was
a revelation that you could make incredible music with one chord, if
need be. So stark, so haunting. So pretty much right away, we started
working on songs together.
One of the reasons I’m interviewing you specifically is that you’re at
the very center of this large, vibrant community of truly remarkable,
creative, charismatic yet down-to-earth people. All of you. I’ve never
experienced anything like it anywhere else. This is a truly beautiful and
uncommon mode of life.
In a lot of ways, I have felt very lucky. This all feels very small and
personal to me … a little network that has happened so gradually. Any
modicum of renown that we have has been built up a couple people
at a time through a lot of traveling and hard work. There’s certainly
no overnight success element to this group of bands. We’re still living
hand to mouth, working as housepainters and carpenters, cleaning
up trash. [laughs] But I enjoy that, too – having non-musical sources
of income. I’ve actually shied away from doing music I didn’t want to
do in favor of labor jobs. My dad was a housepainter and so was my
brother. We had a great little crew going when I was a teenager. My
dad really instilled in me the joy of work without ambition. [laughs]
It’s always been a nice balance to change hats and go from being an
entertainer to a day laborer. There’s a sort of ego morass that can
open up if you’re always in performance mode. It’s tough to maintain
perspective when everywhere you go, every night, it’s just all about
what you’re doing. That’s a very artificial, unrealistic way to live all
the time, and addictive, and occasionally crushing. So I’ll get home
from that environment, and within days, I’m back in the dirty, paintspattered coveralls, saying, “Yes, ma’am. No, we’ll bolt that down in
the basement, ma’am. Shore ‘nuff! We use only top-quality bolts!” I
think it’s good for me.

“Don’t be afraid to depend on each other.

DON’T BE AFRAID TO BE A TOTAL GEEK ABOUT YOUR
WITHOUT ANY RESULTS FOR A WHILE, AND ENJOY

ART. JUST DO IT COMPULSIVELY, REPEATEDLY,
THE PROCESS OF THE WORK ITSELF.”

Life is just so interesting, so desperately, painfully intriguing in
so many different ways. One of the greatest gifts that you can take
from whatever education you get, wherever you get it from, is to stay
interested in life. That’ll keep you going.
You’re never bored are you?
Not ever, no.

ARTICLE/INTERVIEW Meredith Yayanos

Acid Rain, circa 1987. From left to right: Gene Jun, Dan Rathbun, Chuck Squier,
and Nils Frykdahl. Photo by Penelope Allman

Until you heard her music.
Until I listened to her cassette tape the night before we left, yeah.
This amazing tape. Very simple and pure and heartfelt. Direct and
devastating. I was in tears by the time I got to the end. That really
closed the deal for me. I rewound it and listened to it again, cried
some more, and then called her up and asked her out to coffee. It was
midnight. I was supposed to fly out the next day, back to Oakland.
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